Cultural pathways
to teen reading
Publishing industry challenges

Introduction
As part of the ‘Cultural Pathways to Teen Reading’ research project (ARC LP180100258), this report identifies 13
challenges within the publishing cycle that obstruct teenagers’ access to books and professional advice for selecting
leisure reading. In some cases, these factors are specific to teenagers or young people as readers; in others they
are broadly recognised obstacles in the publishing system as a whole. Results are presented under two sub-themes:
challenges that exist within the publishing cycle, such as in relationships between publishing companies and booksellers,
and challenges inherent to servicing the reading interests of teenagers as a market.
While the report is concerned with teenagers’ access to books and advice, publishing and – to a lesser extent –
bookselling staff work with types of publications rather than types of readers. This meant that the interviews on which
this report is based discussed Young Adult (YA) lists or stocks, even though reports indicate that YA titles are not
necessarily read by teenagers but are very often both bought and read by adults (Publishers Weekly 2012).
The report is a partial response to two trends in Australian publishing and reading. The first is that the market for Young
Adult titles is highly unpredictable (Oladele 2021, Gong 2021). The second trend is the decline in leisure reading amongst
Australian teenagers (Centre for Youth Literature 2012). The report is based on the challenges identified by publishing
staff and booksellers, rather than teenage readers themselves or professionals associated with teenage reading, such as
teachers and teacher librarians. Their views will be the subject of subsequent reports.
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Publishing industry challenges

While the publishing company staff were based in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane, booksellers were based in Western
Australia, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia and represent both metropolitan and regionally
based stores. Interviewees were recommended by the peak bodies (Australian Publishers Association and Australian
Booksellers Association) and by interviewees themselves.

“How can we actually find out what teenagers are thinking?”
(Bookseller A)

Publishing industry challenges
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Challenges in the production cycle
1. Publishers and booksellers lack access to information about who is reading YA
Publishers and booksellers lack access to data about
teenagers’ book purchasing and reading activity. While
the process by which a title is acquired relies heavily on
prior sales data, this data does not indicate who buys the
title: their age, location, type of bookshop, or whether they
are purchasing for themselves or on behalf of others. This
contributes to the sense that YA titles are not necessarily
chosen or read by teenagers, and makes it difficult for
publishers to know whether they are reaching teenage
audiences:
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‘it’s … an open secret that the majority of people
reading YA fiction right now are actually not
teenagers themselves. They’re people in their
twenties’ (Publisher A).

		

‘it’s one thing to see what’s selling, but it could be
parents buying those books for kids … teachers
buying, that sort of thing’ (Publisher A).
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Reliance on prior sales data and lack of access to
reader information also contributes to conservatism in
genres and topics. Interviewees saw this conservatism
as influencing booksellers’ stocking decisions and
publishers’ acquisition decisions:
		

‘If there hasn’t been a book like that before, it’s really
hard to get retailer buy-in’ (Publisher B).

		

‘When The Fault in our Stars came out, all I got sold
for about a year was books about kids with cancer
… This trend thing causes a problem where maybe
more diverse books aren’t being published in favour
of something … that just happens to be along the
same lines as something that did really well last
year’ (Bookseller B).

2. Publishers and booksellers have limited opportunities for teen reader feedback
Publishing staff also pointed to the fact that they had
limited opportunities to receive feedback from young
readers, although they varied in how valuable they saw
potential feedback being. Publishers described receiving
feedback from readers via authors, enlisting school
work experience students to give feedback, or sharing
manuscripts with a group of teenagers for feedback. These
practices tended to be ad hoc and small in scale.
		

		

		

‘I was working on a book cover and the author
commented, “All my teen readers who have come
to me at signings have said they prefer that the
cover uses this kind of colour” … So when we
were making her second book, we really took that
feedback on board’ (Publisher A)
‘Occasionally we will actually give manuscripts to a
group of teen readers and get their feedback on
it. It’s usually relatives of people who work at the
office’ (Publisher A).
Teacher librarians ‘are so knowledgeable … I think it’s
such a vital role and I do wish we could hear more
from them’ (Publisher D).

Booksellers also described a lack of opportunity to hear
from a wide range of teenagers about their reading
preferences and choices. In particular, they identified that
the teenagers who visit bookshops represent enthusiastic
readers only, that they are more likely to hear from adults
(including parents and school librarians) than from
teenagers themselves, and that there is a tendency to
conflate demand for YA with engagement with teenagers:
		

		

‘The teenagers I interact with are coming into the shop
to buy a book anyway, or with a view to looking at
books because they’re interested (Bookseller B).

		

‘[My information is] often based on information
from adults. I think one of the things that I would
really love to see more of is both publishers and
booksellers and librarians allowing kids to have
…proofs, and to actually get feedback from kids
before publication’ (Bookseller J).

		

‘How can we actually find out what teenagers
are thinking, more than we think what they’re
thinking?’ (Bookseller A).

Booksellers also described the cultural difference between
their own perspective and that of teenagers:
		

‘I am conscious of the fact that I’m a middle-aged
woman and I’m buying for kids’ (Bookseller A).

As a result, a few booksellers described the benefit of
employing young staff themselves as a means of accessing
a teenager’s perspective:
		

‘One of the things I do love about having her [teenager]
as a staff member is she’s very willing to read
advance copies of things and being a teenager is
very bold-faced about her feedback’ (Bookseller L).

‘A lot of my contact with teenage readers are readers
who are already very enthusiastic about reading
and are quite avid readers. I would love to have
more information from readers who are a bit more
reluctant, perhaps only pick up a book when they
feel connected to them. I’d love to know what those
books are, what it is that they love about them’
(Bookseller I).

‘We can get caught in our publishing or book industry
bubble and forget. We can talk to lots of other people who
are excited about YA, but they’re all adults’ (Bookseller J)

Publishing industry challenges
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3. Books need to appeal to teenagers, but also to booksellers, parents and schools
Publishers were conscious of the need for their titles to
appeal not just to teenage readers, but also – in order to
get to those readers – to booksellers and the adults who
are most likely to choose and purchase books, such as
parents and teachers. This requires balancing the tastes
and expectations of such gatekeepers with those of the
intended readers, which do not always align:
		

‘You have to have a package for a book that appeals
to the various sales channels for them to want to
stock it, but actually for those books to then move
off those shelves is a whole other step. We want
to make sure we’re not just listening to that first
frontier and ignoring what the ultimate customer
at the end is actually looking for and enjoys’
(Publisher B).

		

‘There’s almost another step between us and reaching
the reader in making sure bookstores understand
what we’ve identified as special for that book’
(Publisher F).

Booksellers identified the tendency of publishing
companies to target adults who purchase books rather
than teenagers who read them as a potential problem:
		

‘A lot of the marketing that publishing houses do to
promote teen books … doesn’t actually target
teenagers. It targets the people that buy books for
teenagers. It targets teachers, librarians and adults
that are in this Bookstagram world. Usually those
people have teenagers in mind, but the direct link
from publishing house marketing isn’t straight to
teenagers’ (Bookseller G).

4. The diversity of cultures represented in YA continues to be limited
Although Australian publishing is increasingly responding
to the diversity of readers and their tastes, booksellers
indicated that the demographics of their own local
communities are often still underrepresented in Australian
lists. They attributed this underrepresentation to the small

Gender:
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‘I don’t think we’re doing a
great job with marketing books
for boys. I think sometimes
people think it’s just too hard’
(Bookseller C).

		

‘I know there’s no such thing as
boys’ books and girls’ books
[but] it’s like a lot of them are
more geared towards a female
audience. We do have quite a
fair few boys coming in who
want to read contemporary who
don’t want to read a romance
story … who just want to read
something that’s based on real
life or that’s a good adventure
story’ (Bookseller O).
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size of the market, which they often compared to the USA,
and to the tendency of Australian publishing to follow
trends.
They identified underrepresentation in relation to:

Ethnicity:

Genre:

		

‘Can I please have a book by an
		
African Australian or about an
African Australian kid? I want
to give my kids something to
read that has kids like them in it’
(Bookseller B).

		

‘most of the books about diverse
kids end up being AfricanAmerican’ (Editor F).

Sexuality:
		

‘Out of the 30 books I had to
choose from [last month], I
would say 15 of them had gay
		
themes. That’s fine, but some
schools don’t want four books
with gay themes’ (Bookseller A).

‘There’s some really great
writing and it’s all gritty … but
it’s very often toxic masculinity,
rural–regional disadvantage,
these kids with abusive homes,
really dysfunctional families.
I don’t know that kids always
want to read about that as part
of the Australian experience …
So that’s why I often have to
look around for some overseas
books to provide a balance’
(Bookseller A).
‘[When] I get in books and they’re
mostly contemporary, I find
that no-one really cares about
them. What they tend to want
is that escapism element of
fantasy, high fantasy, adventure
… reading is escapism and I
think that’s what most teenage
audiences come to it for …
just something that’s really
captivating and keeps them
hooked’ (Bookseller N).

5. Publishers’ sales representatives and marketing offer booksellers variable quality
Sales representatives are the key link between publishers
and booksellers. As one interviewee explained, ‘Your
sales rep is the frontline of everything because they
have to bring that enthusiasm and knowledge to the
conversation with the bookseller’ (Bookseller P).
Several booksellers described sales representatives as
variable in the quality of advice they could provide about
titles. They described some representatives as lacking
knowledge and interest in their lists and in particular the
YA list.

		

‘I take some of their recommendations with a bit of
caution, because they’re really just pushing the big
titles they’ve been told to push … We want to have
a wide variety to cater for all the readers, not just
the ones who are being pushed … by the publishers’
(Bookseller A).

A regional bookseller described responding to publishing
company decisions to shift from live to tele-meetings,
which changed the skills sales representatives needed:
‘we learned from that experience who are good
telesales reps and who are not. … It made me be
proactive because I thought, “I don’t want to take a
lesser service”’ (Bookseller C).

		

‘Some reps, they’re great. They will tell me the
storyline, and they’ll say, there’s no sex in this, it’s
pretty safe to recommend to this age, or this is full
of violence, so probably be a bit careful about who
you recommend that to’ (Bookseller K).

		

		

‘A lot of the reps who I see don’t read much full stop
and they certainly don’t read young adult. That is a
big gap in the market’ (Bookseller C).

Booksellers also saw the marketing material publishers
provide as not necessarily trustworthy:

Booksellers also described not trusting representatives
who selectively push titles based on publisher investment,
at the expense of a wider list and more appropriate titles.

		

‘the blurbs are notoriously wrong about the age on the
back. They’ll say suitable for 12-plus and you’ll open
it up and on the fifth page it’s just full of swearing or
sex’ (Bookseller A).

Publishing industry challenges
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6. Publisher have limited resources for providing metadata essential for
online sales
Publishers described the difficulty of working with
YA as a single genre, when YA is such ‘a big pool – it
encompasses so much’ (Publisher I). This is particularly
problematic in the task of providing metadata for online
booksellers can be neglected because it ‘gets swept up
in all of this admin that we have to pump out, none of
which is that fun, and none of which involves the work
that we actually really love to do’ (Publisher G).

Another suggested that ‘if you had the resources, you
would almost have someone full-time doing that sort
of thing … because online is becoming so much more
important and valuable’ (Publisher I).

7. Automation in online bookselling practices can disadvantage
Australian publishers
The volume of sales through online booksellers presents
problems for the relationship between Australian
publishers with a YA list and the bookseller. As online
bookselling practices increase their market share, these
challenges become more critical.
Online booksellers sell larger volumes of a title, so in
contrast to bricks and mortar bookstores they order low
volumes frequently. In doing so, they skew publishers’
forecasts for sales – which are based on frontlist orders –
and reduce the number the publisher will print. Publishers
‘decide what their next print run will be based on
everyone’s … initial orders … and they don’t take into
account that we’re going to sell 12 times that amount
over the year’ (Bookseller M). As a result, this process
causes titles to become out of stock earlier than publishing
company forecasts.

In consequence, local online booksellers are more likely to
order an Australian title from international publishers than
they would if the print run was correctly forecast. When a
title is listed as out of stock, the bookseller’s system will
default to the next available source, which is likely to be an
international publisher who holds an overseas licence:
‘something that’s definitely an Australian book, like
Young Dark Emu or Storm Boy … If I suddenly realise
that we’re buying it from the UK, that’s a problem’
(Bookseller M).
YA titles present an additional challenge because as
a genre they are not automatically coded as such for
consumer searches: ‘We have to mark things as YA
ourselves as they come in and it’s a big category that
we made ourselves on our website’ (Bookseller M).

‘All of our books will automatically default to buy Australian
if it’s available, but the second it’s not available, the system
defaults to the next available source’ (Bookseller M).
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8. Booksellers lack resources to manage social media
While social media allows booksellers and publishing
companies to reach more teenagers and to better
understand their tastes and which titles or genres are
trending, it can also strain their limited resources. One
bookseller described how ‘we probably don’t do as well
as some other bookstores on our social media. We
try, but everyone finds it very exhausting: everything
you do, you have to Instagram it and Tweet it and
Facebook it’ (Bookseller A). Another expressed a wish
for a ‘miracle sort of formula for keeping track of what’s
happening in that YouTube, gaming world that we’re
not part of, and those TikTok networks and things’
(Bookseller C).
A marketing officer at a publishing company described the
position of social media manager in US publishing: ‘that’s
not something that we’ve ever been able to dedicate
the resources to doing, because there isn’t the same
payoff there for us, with the authors we represent’
(Marketing G).

Others identified that social media activity could give a
false sense of what teenagers are reading, when it is not
clear who is generating the activity:
		

‘We’ve had a lot of LoveOzYA events and we keep
saying what we have to do is encourage kids to
come to these, because it can’t just be full of
middle-aged people, or people in their 20s and 30s
who love YA. A lot of the social media is not driven
by kids’ (Bookseller A).

		

‘I’m intrigued by who they are and who they’re talking
to, in all honesty, because they’re probably not the
peers of young adults’ (Publisher J).

Others pointed out that social media activity is significant
for certain genres but not others:
		

‘It tends to be fantasy more than anything else. If those
genres aren’t the ones that appeal to you, there
doesn’t seem to be a lot online being talked about’
(Bookseller D).

9. The quality of communication between booksellers
Most of the booksellers interviewed have close relations
with their local school libraries staff. Some bookshop
managers run book clubs for teacher librarians to both
promote titles and to receive feedback from school
communities (Bookseller A, L). One interviewee mentioned
that the decline in teacher librarian numbers meant
working with school libraries has became harder
(Bookseller Q).

In contrast, one bookseller expressed frustration at the
lack of communication they experienced with teachers
in local schools. They identified a practical problem in
knowing which titles to stock for students, but also a lack
of innovation in teaching: ‘some teachers will set a book
on a curriculum without checking to see whether it’s
even in print anymore … I wish teachers would pay
more attention to what is out there in the marketplace
and what can be offered to teenagers that might be
more relevant to them’ (Bookseller L).

Publishing industry challenges
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Challenges presented by a teenage readership
10.
		

Peer influence dominates teenagers’ reading selections, and allows the 		
industry few opportunities to gain insights

Without exception, all booksellers and publishers
identified peers as being the most significant influence on
a teenager’s selection of reading material:
		

		

‘The only time we have a teen or a child come in and
ask specifically for a book is because a friend has
told them they have to read it’ (Bookseller P).
‘If they’re seeing a group of kids that they respect talk
about a book enthusiastically, then they’re going to
want to be in on that. It’s social currency to know
what they’re talking about’ (Bookseller P).

This presents a challenge in that it is difficult for
professionals to foresee which titles teens will recommend
to each other:
		

‘There will be a big run on a particular author or a
particular book, and I’ll go “Why?” It’s because so
and so in the playground has loved it, and they’re
reading it and … talking about it’ (Bookseller C).

Peer influence extends into particular social media
platforms, notably BookTok. One bookseller described a
rush on books following a viral BookTok video: ‘A month
or so ago, all the kids were coming in asking for Adam
Silvera’s novel They Both Die at the End. Now, that’s
been out for about two years. It’s sold, but just ticked

11.

One bookseller described a relationship between an avid
reading peer group, a teenager’s inclination to identify as a
reader, and their access to social media advice:
		

‘Once a teenager decides they are ‘into books, then
it’s really easy because you start following the right
social media accounts … it kind of starts with the
other teenagers or I guess in that way, YouTubers,
because they may not be your friends … the people
on YouTube are like real people often your own age’
(Bookseller M).

Several booksellers and publishers described initiatives
that tried to emulate peer advice, and to which industry
professionals could turn to for insights. The State Library
of Victoria’s Centre for Youth Literature’s Inside a Dog, for
example, was ‘a platform that does the same thing as
[peer recommendations] … We were constantly keeping
an eye on what the kids were talking about there and
what excited about’ (Bookseller B).

Teenagers are faced with overwhelming entertainment and book choices

Booksellers described teenagers as faced with an
overwhelming number of options for entertainment,
and specifically for leisure reading. One marketing
representative described how the selection of a book
is similar to ‘when you turn on Netflix and you can’t
choose anything to watch even though there are seven
million movies there. Unless someone has said, “this
is my favourite show at the moment”, you probably
wouldn’t watch it’ (Marketing D).
Some booksellers employ a ‘first chapter guarantee’
to help customers negotiate these options, because ‘it’s
overwhelming. They don’t know where to start … they
don’t know what they like until they know what they
don’t like’ (Bookseller Q). The first chapter guarantee
allows customers to return a book if they don’t want to
continue reading it after the first chapter.
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along. Suddenly, we were inundated. … Apparently
TikTok has got a section called BookTok and someone
there said it was the best book they’d ever read, so
all the teenagers have gone and started picking it up’
(Bookseller Q).
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Teenagers seeking books rely heavily on peer advice
to navigate through the array of options: ‘there are so
many books and they don’t know how to find the one
they like … that’s where the book that everybody
loves, that everybody is talking about, that’s the
best guarantee that you’re going to enjoy a book, but
those books don’t actually come up that often, funnily
enough’ (Publisher C).

12.

Young adult title sales are trend-driven

Booksellers also commented that YA was a notoriously
trend-driven category:
		

‘It’s much more, “this is the latest author”, and they
don’t backlist as well’ (Bookseller C).

One bookseller described how:
		

Interviewees also identified the destructive influence of
trends in social media: ‘if people don’t respond well to
[a book] then I think it would be even more likely than
ever that teens would not read another book by that
author … They could be swayed pretty strongly, where
in the past maybe they would have been more likely to
give [the author] another go’ (Publisher D).

‘I really feel for publishers. If we’re struggling to keep
up with popular culture, it must be massive for
them’ (Bookseller D).

13.

Parental expectations can prevent booksellers connecting with teenage 		
		 readers

Several booksellers expressed disappointment about the
dynamics they witnessed between parents and teenagers
in the bookshop, with parents being critical of their
children’s reading preferences due to a perceived lack of
maturity. Booksellers saw this as making it more difficult
for them to hear from and recommend books to teenagers,
and felt that parental disapproval of reading choices acted
as a disincentive to reading:

		

‘The big thing I struggle with is the difference between
what the teens themselves want to be reading and
what their parents or grandparents want to buy for
them’ (Bookseller E).

		

‘I do see a percentage of parents who will almost
shame the child in front of you, which I hate’
(Bookseller P).

Conclusion and recommendations
Despite the range of challenges presented in this report,
one or two actions have the capacity to address several
challenges at once.

trends for both publishers and booksellers, and to help
teenagers navigate through an overwhelming range of
book choices.

For example, a single, shared and publicly available
platform for book reviews and discussions by diverse
readers, who are guaranteed to be under 18, would
address challenges associated with what teenagers are
reading, how they evaluate marketing, whether their
diverse interests are represented by Australian titles, and
whether they are reading YA. The rise of Booktok currently
appears to be fulfilling some of these functions. The same
platform may also be used to summarise social media

Other challenges may be addressed by a joint action plan
between the APA and booksellers. Such a plan would
identify strategies to rectify the variable quality of advice
provided to booksellers, limited resources for providing
metadata to booksellers, and the problems presented by
online bookselling algorithms.
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